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The aim of this paper is to propose a two-dimensional hybrid logic in order to formalize
inferences containing both spatial and temporal propositions. The semantic idea behind
the proposal is to name both horizontal and vertical lines in a 2D-plane by two kinds of
nominals. This is a generalization of the idea of naming a point in one-dimensional hybrid
logic. I give an axiomatization of the proposed two-dimensional hybrid logic and show that
it enjoys a general completeness result (called pure completeness) with respect to product
Kripke frames. Moreover, in order to capture T × W -frames studied by R.H. Thomason
(1984), I introduce the notion of a dependent product frame, which enables us to represent
the dependence of space over time. I also give a complete axiomatization of this dependent
two-dimensional hybrid logic, and, as a corollary, reveal that a hybridization of T ×W -logic
enjoys strong completeness.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Basic hybrid language extends the ordinary modal language with nominals i (roughly, a name of a state) and satisfaction
operators @i p, which expresses a satisfaction of p at a state named by i. We can regard a state of a Kripke frame as a point
of time, a possible world, and a coordinate (or, a place) of space, etc. Let us restrict our attention to the temporal and spatial
interpretation. If we admit a temporal interpretation, a nominal i represents, e.g., a date such as the 8th of June. On the
other hand, if we admit a spatial interpretation, a nominal represents, e.g., a place such as Room A. This is the basic idea of
a hybrid language: naming points. By employing satisfaction operators, we can talk about what happens on the 8th of June
or at Room A. Note that we deal with each interpretation independently here.
One of the merits of hybrid logic concerns inferences like the following: ‘the 8th of June is still in the future. Mary runs
on the 8th of June. Therefore, Mary will run.’ Let us say that a proposition is local if its truth depends on a given state and
it is global if its truth is independent of a given state. Then, the inference above contains both local and global propositions.
Ordinary modal language has the merit of representing local propositions in a compact way and the satisfaction operators
allow us to represent global propositions. Then, within the basic hybrid language, we can formalize the above inference as
follows:
〈Future〉i ∧@i p → 〈Future〉p,
where i is ‘June 8th’ and p is ‘Mary runs’. This is a theorem (called Bridge) of the basic hybrid logic [3, p. 439].
Suppose that you concentrate on writing a paper in your room on the 2nd ﬂoor of the building of your department on
the 8th of June. Suppose also that Room H is on the 3rd ﬂoor in the same building. Let us consider the following scenario:
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consider: Oh, the 9th June is still in the future. Room H is right above this room. So, Hylo 2009 will be held in the room
above.
How can we formalize this inference? The inference requires us to deal with two dimensions in one setting. A natural consid-
eration leads us to the following:
@i@a p ∧ 〈Future〉i ∧ 〈Upstairs〉a → 〈Future〉〈Upstairs〉p,
where i is ‘June 9th’, a is ‘Room H’, and p is ‘Hylo 2009 is held’. The main aim of this paper is to propose a two-dimensional
hybrid logic that renders the two-dimensional inference above valid. The key idea behind the proposal (and the answer to
the subtitle in the two-dimensional case) is: naming lines enables us to reason two-dimensionally even in hybrid logic.
As far as the author knows, the idea of naming lines has already been studied by Åqvist [1] in the speciﬁc context of
the logic of historical necessity. When he gave the complete axiomatization of the logic of historical necessity, he used two
kinds of nominals (systematic frame constants in Åqvist’s term) to handle the problem of irreﬂexivity in tense logic, well
known since [6]. Unfortunately, however, Åqvist did not refer to any work on modern hybrid logics in that paper. Unlike
his study, based on the development of modern hybrid logics (see, e.g., [2]), we will study the idea of naming lines in
a more general context, i.e., products of Kripke frames [8]. Compared with Åqvist’s study [1], our study will be quite simple
in both syntax and axiomatization. While the syntax of Åqvist’s TWxy [1, p. 332] contained eleven modal operators, our
syntax involves only two modal operators. This simplicity in our syntax allows us to capture situations involving two kinds
of nominals in our axiomatization more clearly than Åqvist’s axiomatization [1, Section 6] of TWxy (for another possible
difference from [1] in this line, see Section 6.3). Roughly speaking, we need only ﬁve interaction axioms (see Table 2 below)
in addition to a combination of two axiomatizations K+H(@) of basic hybrid logic. Moreover, we generalize the notion of
a product Kripke frame to capture the notion of T × W -frames [17] and show that a hybridization of T × W -logic (cf. [20])
enjoys strong completeness (see Corollary 5.4).
Many-dimensional modal logics have been studied comprehensively since [9] (see also [8]). There are sound and com-
plete axiomatizations for products of modal logics in the literature. Given any Kripke complete logic Λ1 and Λ2 of the
ordinary modal language, let Λ1 × Λ2 be the set of valid formulas on any product frame F1 × F2 such that Λi is valid
on Fi (i = 1,2). For example, in order to axiomatize Λ1 × Λ2 (Λ1,Λ2 ∈ {K,D,K4,S4,KD45,T,S5}), it suﬃces to add the
Church–Rosser axiom 12p → 21p and the commutativity axiom 12p ↔ 21p to the axiomatic combination
(called fusion) of Λ1 and Λ2 (see, e.g., [8, Corollary 5.10]). However, an axiomatization of a product of modal logics is some-
times hard to ﬁnd (cf. [11, Section 7]). In such a case, non-orthodox Gabbay-style inference rules could be useful. Reynolds and
Zakharyaschev [11, Section 7] used them to give a simple axiomatization for K4.3× K4.3. Since hybrid logic has a sophisti-
cated version of these rules, we can also give a simple axiomatization for the product of any two hybrid logics axiomatizable
by a set of pure formulas, i.e., formulas not containing any propositional variables (see Corollary 3.14).
Nominals have been introduced into products of modal logics by Ten Cate and Sarenac (p.c. by Balder ten Cate, see also
[13, Chapter 5]). However, their study retained the idea of naming points. Their idea is clearly weaker, because, according
to the present proposal, we can name a point by taking the conjunction of two kinds of nominals. As for applications, the
present approach has merit with respect to expressive power: e.g., we can always distinguish a point of time with a spatial
coordinate by two kinds of nominals (recall our motivating examples). However, we cannot do so if we retain the idea of
naming points. This is because we always need to deal with two dimensions together by a single nominal.
There is also one technical difference between nominals for points and nominals for lines. It consists in the Church–
Rosser axiom chr: 12p → 12p. If we choose the idea of nominals for points and try to give a pure completeness
result for the products of Kripke frames, then we should care about chr (for the notion of a product of hybrid logic in this
case, see [13, Deﬁnition 5.1.2]). This is intuitively because the corresponding ﬁrst-order property (called conﬂuence) of chr
on bimodal frame 〈W , R1, R2〉 is not deﬁnable in any pure formulas [10] (see also [14, p. 53]). In order to establish pure
completeness, we need to handle such a property by the rule called existential saturation rule [4]. On the other hand, if we
choose the idea of nominals for lines, then we can show that chr is derivable in our axiomatization. So, we do not need
to show chr special treatment. Moreover, we can also regard the idea of naming lines as technically natural, as follows:
nominals i can be viewed as a special kind of modal operator as in [16], i.e., modal constants. If we take such a view in the
case of products of Kripke frames, then we can regard the introduction of two kinds of nominals as a natural step.
We proceed as follows. Section 2 introduces the notion of product Kripke frames and the syntax of two-dimensional
hybrid logic. Section 3 gives an axiomatization of two-dimensional hybrid logic and establishes a general completeness
result, called pure completeness, with respect to product frames (Theorem 3.12) and, as a corollary, shows that the Church–
Rosser axiom 12p → 21p and the commutativity axiom 12p ↔ 21p are theorems of our axiomatization. In
order to demonstrate that the idea of naming lines is robust, we will deal with ‘dependent’ product frames from Section 4.
By this notion, we can accommodate, e.g., situations where the accessibility of spatial locations (or possible worlds, or
histories) depends on a time. Section 4 introduces the notion of a dependent product frame and the corresponding semantics
for the syntax. In Section 5, we modify the initial axiomatization (it suﬃces to replace one axiom with new one) and
establish a general completeness result with respect to dependent product frames (Theorem 4.12). Finally, as an application
of Section 5, Section 6 demonstrates the strong completeness of a hybridization of T × W -logic (cf. [20]) within the scope
of dependent product frames (Corollary 5.4).
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2. Product Kripke frame and syntax for two-dimensional hybrid logic
Given any two Kripke frames Fα = 〈Wα, Rα〉 (α = 1,2), we say that F1 × F2 = 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉 is the product Kripke
frame (or, the product frame, simply) of F1 and F2, where:
〈x, y〉Rh〈x′, y′〉 iff xR1x′ and y = y′,
〈x, y〉Rv〈x′, y′〉 iff x = x′ and yR2 y′.
Rh and Rv are usually called the horizontal relation and the vertical relation, respectively. For example, one can consider
〈W1, R1〉 as a temporal order and 〈W2, R2〉 as a spatial structure. Then, 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉 can be regarded as a space–
time structure (see the ﬁrst frame of Fig. 1). It is well known that we can talk about product frames via two-dimensional
modal logic. In this paper, however, we would like to introduce two-dimensional hybrid logic to talk about those frames. Let us
introduce the syntax. First of all, it is worth noting that our syntax has two disjoint sets NOM1 and NOM2 of nominals. E.g.,
one can consider that an element of NOM1 represents an instant of time and an element of NOM2 represents a coordinate
of space. Let us denote an element of NOM1 by i, j, k, etc. and an element of NOM2 by a, b, c, etc. So, our vocabulary
consists of:
(i) two countable but disjoint sets of nominals NOM1 = {i, j,k, . . .} and NOM2 = {a,b, c, . . .},
(ii) a countable set PROP of propositional variables, where we assume that PROP is disjoint from NOM1 and NOM2,
(iii) Boolean connectives: ¬, ∧,
(iv) two modal operators: 1 (e.g. for time) and 2 (e.g. for space) (α is the usual deﬁned dual of α , where α = 1 or 2),
(v) two kinds of satisfaction operators: @i (i ∈ NOM1), @a (a ∈ NOM2).
Then, the set of formulas is deﬁned inductively by:
ϕ ::= i|a | p|¬ϕ|ϕ ∧ ψ |1ϕ|2ϕ|@iϕ|@aϕ.
We say that ϕ is pure if ϕ does not contain any propositional variables. For example, @i@a1(i∧2a) is pure. We deﬁne the
following two sublanguages: L1 := {¬,∧,1}∪PROP∪NOM1 ∪{@i | i ∈ NOM1} and L2 := {¬,∧,2}∪PROP∪NOM2 ∪{@a |
a ∈ NOM2}. We say that ϕ is an Lα-formula if it is constructed from the vocabulary of Lα (α = 1,2). For example, @i1p is
an L1-formula, and 2p ∧@bq is an L2-formula.
Let us provide the semantics. The most fundamental semantic idea in our two-dimensional hybrid logic is that of naming
horizontal or vertical ‘lines’ by nominals, instead of naming ‘points’ in a semantic structure. Intuitively, we deﬁne our valuation
so that the denotation of i ∈ NOM1 is a vertical line {x} × W2 and the denotation of a ∈ NOM2 is a horizontal line W1 × {y}
over W1 × W2 (see the second and third frames of Fig. 1). So, let us deﬁne a valuation as follows. Given any product frame
F1 × F2 where Fα = 〈Wα, Rα〉 (α = 1,2), we say that a mapping V : PROP ∪ NOM1 ∪ NOM2 → P(W1 × W2) is a valuation
if (i) for any i ∈ NOM1, |π1[V (i)]| = 1 and π2[V (i)] = W2; (ii) for any a ∈ NOM2, |π2[V (a)]| = 1 and π1[V (a)] = W1, where
πα : W1 × W2 → Wα is the projection onto Wα . Note that the denotation of p is a subset of W1 × W2. Let us denote a
unique element of π1[V (i)] by iV and a unique element of π2[V (a)] by aV . A product model M is a pair of a product frame
and a valuation on that frame.
Then, for any pair M = 〈F1 × F2, V 〉, any 〈x, y〉 ∈ W1 × W2 and any ϕ , the satisfaction relation  is deﬁned inductively
as follows:
M, 〈x, y〉 p iff 〈x, y〉 ∈ V (p),
M, 〈x, y〉 i iff x = iV ,
M, 〈x, y〉 a iff y = aV ,
M, 〈x, y〉¬ϕ iff M, 〈x, y〉 ϕ,
M, 〈x, y〉 ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, 〈x, y〉 ϕ andM, 〈x, y〉ψ,
M, 〈x, y〉1ϕ iff 〈x, y〉Rh〈x′, y′〉 andM, 〈x′, y′〉 ϕ for some 〈x′, y′〉,
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M, 〈x, y〉2ϕ iff 〈x, y〉Rv〈x′, y′〉 andM, 〈x′, y′〉 ϕ for some 〈x′, y′〉,
M, 〈x, y〉@iϕ iff M, 〈iV , y〉 ϕ,
M, 〈x, y〉@aϕ iff M, 〈x,aV 〉 ϕ.
By deﬁnition of Rh and Rv , we can simplify the satisfactions of 1ϕ and 2ϕ as:
M, 〈x, y〉1ϕ iff xR1x′ andM, 〈x′, y〉 ϕ for some x′ ∈ W1,
M, 〈x, y〉2ϕ iff yR2 y′ andM, 〈x, y′〉 ϕ for some y′ ∈ W2.
One can easily understand that the fundamental idea of naming lines implies the idea of naming points. This is done
simply by taking the conjunction i ∧ a of i ∈ NOM1 and a ∈ NOM2. Then, the denotation of i ∧ a represents the cross point
{〈iV ,aV 〉} of the vertical line iV and the horizontal line aV (recall Fig. 1).
We need more semantical deﬁnitions. A formula ϕ is valid on a product model M (notation: M  ϕ) if M, 〈x, y〉  ϕ for
any pair 〈x, y〉 in M. We say that ϕ is valid on a product frame F1 × F2 (notation: F1 × F2  ϕ) if 〈F1 × F2, V 〉  ϕ for any
valuation V . We also say that a set Λ of formulas is valid on F1 × F2 (notation: F1 × F2 Λ) if F1 × F2  ϕ for any ϕ ∈ Λ.
A set Λ of formulas deﬁnes a class F of product frames if, for any product frame F1 ×F2, F1 ×F2 Λ iff F1 ×F2 ∈ F. A set
Λ of formulas is satisﬁable in a class F of product frames if there exists some F1 × F2 ∈ F and some valuation V on it and
some pair 〈x, y〉 from F1 × F2 such that all formulas of Λ are true at 〈x, y〉 of 〈F1 × F2, V 〉.
Let us show that one of our earlier examples, which served to motivate this proposal, is valid on any product frame.
Proposition 2.1. @i@a p ∧1i ∧2a →12p is valid on any F1 × F2 .
Proof. We change our notation as in our motivating example, to read: @i@a p∧〈Future〉i∧〈Upstairs〉a → 〈Future〉〈Upstairs〉p.
First, note that M, 〈x, y〉  @i@aϕ iff M, 〈iV ,aV 〉  ϕ . Assume that @i@a p, 〈Future〉i, and 〈Upstairs〉a are all true at 〈x, y〉.
The truth of @i@a p at 〈x, y〉 says that the cross point 〈iV ,aV 〉 belongs to the denotation V (p) of p. So, we obtain the ﬁrst
frame in Fig. 2. By the truth of 〈Future〉i at 〈x, y〉, we get the second frame in Fig. 2. Similarly, by the truth of 〈Upstairs〉a at
〈x, y〉, we get the third frame in Fig. 2. By combining all the information, we obtain the ﬁnal frame, which tells us the truth
of 〈Future〉〈Upstairs〉p at 〈x, y〉. 
The one-dimensional nature of the horizontal and vertical accessibility relations is emphasized by the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 2.2.
(i) An L1-formula ϕ is valid on F1 × F2 iff ϕ is valid F1 .
(ii) An L2-formula ϕ is valid on F1 × F2 iff ϕ is valid F2 .
Proof. Write Fα = 〈Wα, Rα〉 (α = 1,2). It suﬃces to show (i). For the left-to-right direction, we establish the contraposi-
tive implication. Assume that 〈F1, V 〉, x  ϕ for some (one-dimensional) valuation V and some x ∈ W1. Fix some y ∈ W2.
Deﬁne V ′ on F1 × F2 by V ′(p) := V (p) × W2, V ′(i) := V (i) × W2, V ′(a) := W1 × {y}. For any subformula ψ of ϕ ,
we can easily establish that 〈F1, V 〉, x′  ψ iff 〈F1 × F2, V ′〉, 〈x′, y〉  ψ for any x′ ∈ W1. By this equivalence, we obtain
〈F1 × F2, V ′〉, 〈x, y〉  ϕ , as required. Next, let us show the right-to-left direction. Here, again, we establish the contrapos-
itive implication. Assume that 〈F1 × F2, V ′〉, 〈x, y〉  ϕ for some valuation V ′ and some 〈x, y〉. Let us deﬁne a valuation V
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Axioms and rules of bi-hybrid logic.
Axioms for bi-hybrid logic
CT ϕ, for all classical tautologies ϕ
K (p → q) → (p →q) where  ∈ {1,2}.
K@ @n(p → q) → (@n p →@nq), where n = i or a.
Self-Dual ¬@n p ↔@n¬p, where n = i or a.
Ref @nn, where n = i or a.
Intro n ∧ p →@n p, where n = i or a.
Back @n p →α@n p, where n ∈ NOMα (α = 1,2).
Agree @n@mp →@mp, where 〈n,m〉 = 〈i, j〉 or 〈a,b〉.
Rules for bi-hybrid logic
MP From ϕ → ψ and ϕ, we may infer ψ
Nec From ϕ, we may infer ϕ, where  ∈ {1,2}.
Nec@ From ϕ, we may infer @nϕ, where n ∈ NOM1 ∪ NOM2.
Sub From ϕ, we may infer σ(ϕ), where σ denotes a substitution that
uniformly replaces proposition letters by formulas and nominals
from NOMα by nominals from NOMα (α = 1,2).
Name From n → ϕ, we may infer ϕ,
where n ∈ NOM1 ∪ NOM2 does not occur in ϕ.
BG From @nαm →@mϕ, we may infer @nαϕ,
where n,m ∈ NOMα and m 
= n does not appear in ϕ (α = 1,2).
(for the one-dimensional hybrid language) by V (p) := π1[V ′(p)] and V (i) := π1[V ′(i)] where π1 is the projection from
W1 ×W2 to W1. Then, for any subformula ψ of ϕ , we can establish that 〈F1, V 〉, x′ ψ iff 〈F1 × F2, V ′〉, 〈x′, y〉ψ for any
x′ ∈ W1. Therefore, we get 〈F1, V 〉, x ϕ , as desired. 
It is well known that @i¬i deﬁnes irreﬂexivity of the accessibility relation, which is undeﬁnable in the ordinary modal
language (cf. [3]). By this proposition, we can say, e.g., that F1 is irreﬂexive iff @i¬i is valid on F1 ×F2. So, we can transfer
this merit of one-dimensional hybrid logic to its two-dimensional modiﬁcation.
Fact 2.3. (See [8].) The following are valid on any product frame.
com 12p ↔21p.
chr 12p →21p.
When we want to axiomatize the product of modal logics, we basically add chr and com to the combination of two
modal logics (cf. [8, Corollary 5.10]). Surprisingly, however, our axiomatization does not contain any of these axioms. Our
main theorem (Theorem 3.12) will tell us that these are derivable in our axiomatization.
3. Pure completeness for hybrid product logic
3.1. Hybrid product logic
In this section, we will deﬁne the notion of a hybrid product logic to be that of our two-dimensional hybrid logic.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A set Λ of formulas is a bi-hybrid logic if Λ contains all the axioms of bi-hybrid logic in Table 1 and Λ is
closed under all the rules of bi-hybrid logic in Table 1. Let Λ be a bi-hybrid logic. We say that ϕ is deducible in Λ from Γ
if there is a ﬁnite subset Γ ′ of Γ such that
∧
Γ ′ → ϕ ∈ Λ, where ∧Γ ′ is the conjunction of all ﬁnite elements of Γ ′ (if
Γ ′ = ∅, we deﬁne ∧Γ ′ := ). Γ is Λ-consistent if ⊥ is not deducible from Γ in Λ.
If we restrict our attention to one dimension alone (say L1) in Table 1, then we obtain the basic hybrid axiomatiza-
tion K+H(@) (cf. [4, p. 288]). In order to capture the interaction between two dimensions, however, we also need the ﬁve
interaction axioms in Table 2.
Deﬁnition 3.2. A bi-hybrid logic Λ is a hybrid product logic if Λ contains all formulas: Com@, Com1@2, Com2@1, Red@1
and Red@2 in Table 2. We denote a smallest hybrid product logic by [K+H(@),K+H(@)].
Thus, if we combine Table 1 with Table 2, we can obtain the axiomatization of [K+H(@),K+H(@)]. Roughly speaking,
[K+ ,K+ ] is a combination of two K+ -axiomatizations extended by the ﬁve interaction axioms in Table 2.H(@) H(@) H(@)
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Interaction axioms for hybrid product logic.
Com@ @a@i p ↔@i@a p
Com1@2 1@a p ↔@a1p
Com2@1 2@i p ↔@i2p
Red@1 @ia ↔ a
Red@2 @ai ↔ i
Let us explain some of our interaction axioms in Table 2. For an intuitive understanding, let us suppose that i := June9th,
a := Room H and 1 := 〈Future〉, 2 := 〈Upstairs〉 and p := ‘Hylo 2009 is held’. First, Com@ is rewritten as:
@June9th@Room H(Hylo 2009 is held) ↔@Room H@June9th(Hylo 2009 is held).
Second, Com1@2 becomes:
〈Future〉@Room H(Hylo 2009 is held) ↔@Room H〈Future〉(Hylo 2009 is held).1
Next, Com2@1 becomes:
〈Upstairs〉@June9th(Hylo 2009 is held) ↔@June9th〈Upstairs〉(Hylo 2009 is held).
Finally, Red@1 and Red@2 reﬂect our key idea of naming lines.
We can give a derivation of our motivating example. Remark that @iq ∧1i →1q and @aq ∧2a →2q are theorems
of K+H(@) [3, p. 439]. Let us denote those by Bridge.
Proposition 3.3. @i@a p ∧1i ∧2a →12p is a theorem of all hybrid product logics.
Proof. By Bridge for L2, we have  @a@i p ∧2a →2@i p. By Com@ and Com2@1,  @i@a p ∧2a → @i2p. Similarly,
by Bridge for L1, we can obtain @i2p ∧1i →12p. Thus, @i@a p ∧1i ∧2a →12p, as required. 
We say that a product model M = 〈F1 × F2, V 〉 is named if, for any 〈x, y〉 in M, there exists 〈i,a〉 ∈ NOM1 × NOM2 such
that x = iV and y = aV . Then, we can easily establish the following (cf. [3, Lemma 7.22]).
Lemma 3.4. Given any named product modelM = 〈F1 × F2, V 〉 and any pure formula ϕ , ifM σ(ϕ) for all uniform substitutions σ ,
then F1 × F2  ϕ .
This lemma tells us that the notion of uniform substitution ﬁts well with a named model also in hybrid product logic.
Remark 3.5. Remark that the structures Rh and Rv of M are irrelevant for the proof of Lemma 3.4.
Finally, let us establish some derivation rules to be used in our completeness proof. Before that, let us recall the following
derivation rule in K+H (cf. [14, Lemma 5.3.11]):
@i1 j ∧@ jψ → θ implies  @i1ψ → θ,
where j is fresh in @i1ψ and θ . Let us call this rule Paste (cf. [3, p. 440]).
Lemma 3.6. The following are derivation rules of all hybrid product logics:
(i) @i1 j ∧@ j@aψ → θ implies @i@a1ψ → θ , where j is fresh in @i@a1ψ and θ .
(ii) @a2b ∧@i@bψ → θ implies @i@a2ψ → θ , where b is fresh in @i@a2ψ and θ .
Proof. First, let us show (i). Assume that j is fresh in @i@a1ψ and θ and that  @i1 j ∧ @ j@aψ → θ . We deduce from
Paste and the freshness of j that  @i1@aψ → θ . By Com1@2, we obtain  @i@a1ψ → θ . As for (ii), it suﬃces to use
Com2@1 instead of Com1@2 as in the proof of (i). 
1 Some readers might feel that this is intuitively invalid. This is because of the possibility that the location we can access may vary from time to time.
Even if we can go up to Room H now, this does not assure us that we will be able to go up there in the future. We will deal with such a ‘dependent’ version
of our product frames and models in Section 4.
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Deﬁnition 3.7. Let Σ be a set of formulas. We say that:
• Σ is named if there exists 〈i,a〉 ∈ NOM1 × NOM2 such that i ∧ a ∈ Σ .
• Σ is 1-saturated if, for all @i@a1ϕ ∈ Σ , there exists j ∈ NOM1 such that @i1 j ∈ Σ and @ j@aϕ ∈ Σ .
• Σ is 2-saturated if, for all @i@a2ϕ ∈ Σ , there exists b ∈ NOM2 such that @a2b ∈ Σ and @i@bϕ ∈ Σ .
Lemma 3.8 (Lindenbaum Lemma). Let Λ be a hybrid product logic. Every Λ-consistent set of formulas can be extended to a named,1-saturated and2-saturated Λ-MCS, by adding countably many new nominals to the language.
Proof. Suppose that Σ is Λ-consistent (henceforth ‘consistent’). Let (in)n∈ω and (an)n∈ω be two disjoint sets of countable
fresh nominals. Let also (ϕn)n∈ω be an enumeration of all formulas in this expanded syntax. We are going to construct
a sequence of consistent extensions (Σn)n∈ω of Σ by induction on n.
(Basis) Deﬁne Σ0 := Σ ∪ {i0 ∧ a0}. By two kinds of Name-rule, we easily establish that Σ0 is consistent.
(Inductive step) Suppose that Σn is consistent. Let us deﬁne Σn+1 as follows: If Σn ∪ {ϕn} is inconsistent, Σn+1 := Σn .
Otherwise, Σn+1 is deﬁned by:
Σn+1 :=
⎧⎨
⎩
Σn ∪ {ϕn,@i1 j,@ j@aψ} if Σn ∪ {ϕn} is consistent and ϕn ≡@i@a1ψ,
Σn ∪ {ϕn,@a2b,@i@bψ} if Σn ∪ {ϕn} is consistent and ϕn ≡@i@a2ψ,
Σn ∪ {ϕn} o.w.
where b ∈ {an}n∈ω and j ∈ {in}n∈ω are fresh in Σn ∪ {ϕn}.
Claim 3.9. Σn+1 is consistent.
Proof. It suﬃces to check the case where Σn ∪ {ϕn} is consistent and ϕn ≡ @i@a1ϕn . Recall that j is fresh in Σn ∪ {ϕn}.
Assume for the purpose of reductio that Σn+1 is inconsistent. Then there exist γ1, . . . , γn ∈ Σn such that  ϕn ∧ @i1 j ∧
@ j@aψ → ¬∧l γl . Let us put η :=
∧
l γl . By propositional logic, we get  @i1 j ∧ @ j@aψ → ¬(ϕn ∧ η). By Lemma 3.6(i)
and the choice of j, we obtain @i1ψ → ¬(ϕn ∧ η), which is equivalent to  ¬(ϕn ∧ η) by ϕn ≡ @i1ψ . This tells us the
inconsistency of Σn ∪ {ϕn}. A contradiction. 
Finally, we put Γ ω :=⋃n∈ω Γ n . Then, by construction we can easily establish that Σω is a named, 1- and 2-saturated
MCS. 
Let us now deﬁne the notion of a Henkin-style product model.
Deﬁnition 3.10. Let Λ be a hybrid product logic. Given any Λ-MCS , we deﬁne a Henkin-style product model M =
〈F1 × F2, V〉 where Fα := 〈Wα, Rα〉 (α = 1,2), as follows:
• For any ‘vertical’ nominal i ∈ NOM1 and any ‘horizontal’ nominal a ∈ NOM2, let us deﬁne:
[i] := { j ∈ NOM1 | @i j ∈ },
|a| := {b ∈ NOM2 |@ab ∈ }.
• Let us deﬁne W1 := {[i] | i ∈ NOM1} and W2 := {|a| | a ∈ NOM2}.
• We also deﬁne R1 ⊆ W1 × W1 and R2 ⊆ W2 × W2 as follows:
[i]R1[ j] iff @i1 j ∈ ,
|a|R2|b| iff @a2b ∈ .
• Deﬁne the mapping V by:
V(l) =
{〈[ j], |b|〉 ∣∣@ j@bl ∈ Σ
}
for any l ∈ PROP ∪ NOM1 ∪ NOM2.
Lemma 3.11 (Truth Lemma). Let Λ be a hybrid product logic. For all 1- and 2-saturated Λ-MCSs , all pairs 〈i,a〉 and all formu-
las ϕ ,
M,
〈[i], |a|〉 ϕ iff @i@aϕ ∈ .
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} × W2 and that {[ j] | @i j ∈ } is a singleton. We can establish the ﬁrst clause, since V(i) = {〈[ j], |b|〉 | @ j@bi ∈ Γ } and
 @ j@bi ↔ @ j i (by Nec@ and Red@2) and  @ j i ↔ @i j (a theorem of K+H(@)). As for the second clause, it suﬃces to note
that we have @i i and @i j ∧@ jk → @ik (a theorem of K+H(@)).
Second, we prove our main statement by induction on ϕ . We only demonstrate it for the following three cases: (i) ϕ is
of the form j; (ii) ϕ is of the form 1ψ ; (iii) ϕ is of the form @ jψ . For simplicity, in what follows, we write ‘〈[i], |a|〉 ϕ ’
instead of ‘M, 〈[i], |a|〉 ϕ ’.
(i) 〈[i], |a|〉 j iff [i] = jV iff [i] = [ j] iff @i j ∈  iff @a@i j ∈ . The ﬁnal equivalence is due to Red@2, Nec@ and Com@.
(ii) First, we establish the right-to-left direction. 〈[i], |a|〉  1ψ iff [i]R1[ j] and 〈[ j], |a|〉  ψ for some j iff @i1 j ∈ 
and @ j@aψ ∈  for some j (by I.H.). It follows from  @i1 j ∧ @ j p → @i1p (Bridge, a theorem of K+H(@)) that
@i1@aψ ∈  hence @i@a1ψ ∈  by Com1@2. As for the left-to-right direction, let us assume that @i@a1ψ ∈ .
By 1-saturatedness, @i1 j ∈  and @ j@aψ ∈  for some j.
(iii) 〈[i], |a|〉 @ jψ iff 〈 jV, |a|〉 ψ iff 〈[ j], |a|〉 ψ iff @ j@aψ ∈  (by I.H.) iff @i@ j@aψ ∈  (by  @i@ j p ↔ @ j p, a theo-
rem of K+H(@)) iff @i@a@ jψ ∈  (by Com@).
We have established the desired equivalence. 
Theorem 3.12 (Pure Completeness). Let Γ be a set of pure formulas and Λ a smallest hybrid product logic containing Γ . Then, Λ is
sound and strongly complete for the class of product frames deﬁned by Γ .
Proof. Soundness is straightforward. In order to establish the strong completeness, assume that  is Λ-consistent. By
Lemma 3.8, there exists a named, 1-saturated and 2-saturated MCS + such that  ⊆ + . Construct the Henkin-
style product model M+ = 〈F1 × F2, V+〉. Since + is named, i ∧ a ∈ + for some pair 〈i,a〉. By Intro and i ∧ a ∈ + ,
@i@aϕ ∈ + holds for any ϕ ∈ + . So, we derive from Lemma 3.11 that  is satisﬁable in M+ . Finally, we show that
F1 × F2 belongs to the class F of product frames deﬁned by Γ . For any γ ∈ Γ , we have M+  σ(γ ) for all uniform
substitutions σ . So, F1 × F2  Γ by Lemma 3.4. 
Corollary 3.13. com(12p ↔21p) and chr(12p →21) are theorems of [K+H(@),K+H(@)].
Proof. By Theorem 3.12 (it suﬃces to put Γ := ∅) and Fact 2.3. We can also give a concrete derivation both of chr and com
in [K+H(@),K+H(@)]. For a derivation of chr, see Appendix A. 
Here is another application of Theorem 3.12. Let us consider the one-dimensional hybrid language Lα . We say that a set
Λ of Lα-formulas is a (one-dimensional) hybrid logic if it contains all axioms of K+H(@) (i.e. all axioms of Lα in bi-hybrid
logic) and is closed under MP, Nec, Nec@, the uniform substitution Sub, Name and BG for Lα (cf. [4, p. 288]). Given any
set Σ of formulas, we denote a smallest hybrid logic containing Σ by K+H(@)Σ . A hybrid logic Λ of Lα-formulas is Kripke
complete if there exists a class F of Kripke frames such that Λ is the logic of F, i.e., Λ = {ϕ of Lα | ϕ is valid on F}. We
also say that Λ is pure complete if there exists a class F such that Λ is the logic of F and F is deﬁnable by some set of pure
formulas in Lα . Let Λα be a Kripke complete logic in Lα (α = 1,2). The product logic Λ1 × Λ2 is deﬁned as the set of all
valid formulas (of two-dimensional hybrid language) on any product frame F1 × F2 such that Λα is valid on Fα (α = 1,2).
We deﬁne [Λ1,Λ2] as a smallest hybrid product logic containing both Λ1 and Λ2.
Corollary 3.14. Let Λα be a pure complete logic of Lα (α = 1,2). Then:
[Λ1,Λ2] = Λ1 × Λ2.
Proof. By Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 2.2. 
Then, Corollary 3.14 gives us the hybrid-extension of the known results [8, Corollary 5.10] as follows:
Corollary 3.15. Assume that Σα ⊆ {Tα,Bα,Dα,4α,5α} (α = 1,2).2 Then:
[
K+H(@)Σ1,K
+
H(@)Σ2
]= K+H(@)Σ1 × K+H(@)Σ2.
2 Here we use the following (ordinary) abbreviations: Tα : p →α p, Bα : p →αα p, Dα :p →α p, 4α :αα p →α p, 5α :α p →αα p.
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of time [7] and 1D-space structure, i.e., all the valid formulas on the following class:
{F1 × F2 | F1 is an SPO and F2 is an STO},
where ‘SPO’ means ‘strict partial ordering’ and ‘STO’ means ‘strict total ordering’. This is because it suﬃces to add to
[K+H(@),K+H(@)] the following:
• Temporal order is irreﬂexive: ¬@i1i.
• Temporal order is transitive: 11i →1i.
• Spatial order is irreﬂexive: ¬@a2a.
• Spatial order is transitive: 22a →2a.
• Spatial order satisﬁes trichotomy: @a2b ∨@ab ∨@b2a.
4. Axiomatizing dependent hybrid products
4.1. Dependent product frames and hybrid d-product logic
The space in which we can move around may vary through time. Such an assumption seems realistic. However, we
cannot capture this assumption within the product frames, because a space structure 〈W2, R2〉 does not depend on a time
order 〈W1, R1〉. So, let us generalize our semantic framework to capture such an assumption. The idea is simple. We express
the dependence of the spatial frame 〈W2, R2〉 on the temporal frame 〈W1, R1〉.
Given any W1,W2 
= ∅, we deﬁne a mapping R2 : W1 → P(W2 ×W2). So, R2(x) (x ∈ W1) is a binary relation on W2 (we
denote 〈y, y′〉 ∈ R2(x) by yR2(x)y′). 〈W2, R2〉 is called a W1-dependent frame. Given any Kripke (ordinary) frame 〈W1, R1〉
and W1-dependent frame 〈W2, R2〉, we say that 〈W1 × W2, Rv , Rh〉 is their dependent product frame, where:
〈x, y〉Rh〈x′, y′〉 iff xR1x′ and y = y′,
〈x, y〉Rv〈x′, y′〉 iff x = x′ and yR2(x)y′.
Thus, the vertical relation Rv may vary through the horizontal relation Rh . Note that, if R2(x) = R2(x′) for any x, x′ ∈
W2, then we can regard 〈W1 × W2, Rv , Rh〉 as our previous product frame. In this sense, a dependent product frame is a
generalization of product frames. We apply our idea of naming a line to deﬁne a model based on a dependent frame as in a
product model. I.e., the denotation of i ∈ NOM1 is a vertical line {x} × W2, the denotation of a ∈ NOM2 is a horizontal line
W1 ×{y}, and the denotation of p ∈ PROP is a subset of W1 × W2. Given any dependent product model M, the satisfaction
relation  is also deﬁned exactly in the same way as in a product model. However, let us remark that we can rewrite the
clause for 2 by the deﬁnition of Rv as follows:
M, 〈x, y〉2ϕ iff yR2(x)y′ andM, 〈x, y′〉 ϕ for some y′ ∈ W2.
Below, we employ semantic notions such as validity, etc. in our dependent frames and models. This semantic dependence
makes some formulas, which are valid in any product frame, invalid. Let us check our previous interaction axioms (recall
Table 2).
Proposition 4.1. All of Com@, Com1@2 , Red@1 , Red@2 are valid in any dependent product frame. However, there exists some
dependent product frame such that Com2@1 , i.e., 2@i p ↔@i2p is not valid.
Proof. Since the ﬁrst part is easy to show, let us show the second part. See Fig. 3 and consider 〈x, y〉 of the ﬁrst frame
in that ﬁgure. We show that 2@i p ↔ @i2p is false at 〈x, y〉. In the ﬁrst frame in Fig. 3, the dotted area represents
the accessible spatial locations at each time x ∈ W1. So, we have no accessible special locations at iV ∈ W1. We show that2@i p is true at 〈x, y〉 as follows: p is true at 〈iV , y′〉, and so, @i p is true at 〈x, y′〉. Finally, by yR2(x)y′ , we can show
the desired truth at 〈x, y〉. However, @i2p is false at 〈x, y〉 as follows: When we jump from 〈x, y〉 to 〈iV , y〉, we have no
accessible spatial locations at 〈iV , y〉. 
Proposition 4.2.@i@a p∧1i∧2a →12p is not valid on a dependent product frame. However,@i@a p∧1i∧2a →21p
is valid on any dependent product frame. Therefore,12p ↔21p is not valid on a dependent product frame.
Proof. In Fig. 3, let us suppose that y = aV . Then, it is easy to see that all of @i@a p, 2a and 1i are true at 〈x, y〉. However,12p is false at 〈x, y〉: Even if we ﬁrst ‘move’ to any coordinate horizontally, then we cannot reach the denotation V (p)
by any vertical move (remark that our vertical move depends on W1, i.e., time). We can see the validity of @i@a p ∧1i ∧2a → 21p by our previous Fig. 2. In the ﬁnal frame of Fig. 2, it suﬃces to go vertically to 〈x,aV 〉 ﬁrst, and then
move horizontally to 〈iV ,aV 〉 ∈ V (p). The point is that any horizontal move is independent of the second coordinate, i.e.,
space. 
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Table 3
Interaction axioms for hybrid d-product logic.
Com@ @a@i p ↔@i@a p
Com1@2 1@a p ↔ @a1p
Dcom2@1 @i2p ↔@i2@i p
Red@1 @ia ↔ a
Red@2 @ai ↔ i
Proposition 4.1 suggests the following deﬁnability result.
Proposition 4.3. Com2@1 : 2@i p ↔ @i2p deﬁnes the property that R2 is constant, i.e., for any x, x′ ∈ W1: R2(x) = R2(x′).
Moreover, a pure formula @i@a2b → @ j@a2b also deﬁnes the same property. Therefore, the class of product frames is deﬁnable by
a pure formula.
Proof. Let us denote by (Const) the following property: for any x, x′ ∈ W1: R2(x) = R2(x′). We establish the ﬁrst part. If
a dependent product frame satisﬁes (Const), then it is easy to see that Com2@1 is valid on it. Conversely, assume that
〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉 does not satisfy (Const). That is, R2(x) 
= R2(x′) for some x, x′ ∈ W1. We can assume without loss of
generality that yR2(x)y′ holds but yR2(x′)y′ fails. Consider any valuation V such that iV = x′ and V (p) = {〈x′, y′〉}. Then,
@i2p is not true at 〈x, y〉, but 2@i p is true at 〈x, y〉. Therefore, Com2@1 is not true at 〈x, y〉 under V .
As for the second part, if a dependent product frame satisﬁes (Const), then it is also easy to check that @i@a2b →
@ j@a2b is valid on it. Conversely, assume that @i@a2b → @ j@a2b is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. In order to establish
(Const), let us consider x, x′ ∈ W1. We only show R2(x) ⊆ R2(x′). Assume yR2(x)y′ . Take any valuation V such that iV = x,
jV = x′ , aV = y and bV = y′ . By assumption, we can derive yR2(x′)y′ , as required. 
The following modiﬁed version of Com2@1 is still valid.
Proposition 4.4. @i2p ↔@i2@i p is valid on any dependent product frame.
Proof. M, 〈x, y〉@i2p is equivalent to:
M,
〈
iV , y
〉
2p iff yR(iV )y′ andM, 〈iV , y′〉 p for some y′ ∈ W2
iff yR(iV )y′ andM, 〈iV , y′〉@i p for some y′ ∈ W2
iff M, 〈iV , y〉@i2p.
Equivalently, we obtain M, 〈x, y〉@i2@i p. 
Let us denote @i2p ↔ @i2@i p by Dcom2@1. This formula allows us to capture the dependence of one dimension
on the other. In order to axiomatize the logic of all dependent product frames, it suﬃces to replace Com2@1 in the
axiomatization [K+H(@),K+H(@)] with Dcom2@1. Recall the notion of a bi-hybrid logic from Deﬁnition 3.1.
Deﬁnition 4.5. A bi-hybrid logic Λ is a hybrid dependent product logic (hybrid d-product logic, for short) if Λ contains all
formulas of Table 3. We denote a smallest hybrid product logic by 〈K+H(@),K+H(@)〉.
Thus, if we combine Table 1 with Table 3, we can obtain the axiomatization of 〈K+H(@),K+H(@)〉.
Lemma 4.6. The following are derivable in all hybrid d-product logics:
(i) @i2i.
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(iii) If @i@a2b ∧@i@bϕ → θ then @i@a2ϕ → θ , where b is fresh in @i@a2ϕ and θ .
Proof. Let us ﬁrst demonstrate (i). Since  @i i, we obtain  @i2@i i by Nec@ and Nec2. By Dcom2@1,  @i2i, as
required.
Next, we show (ii). Assume that b is fresh in @i@a2ϕ and that  @i@a2b → @i@bϕ . It follows that  @i(@a2b →
@bϕ), i.e.,  i → (@a2b → @bϕ) by Intro. By Red@2, we obtain @bi → (@a2b →@bϕ) by Intro. It is equivalent to:
@a2b →@b(i → ϕ).
By BG and the choice of b, we have:
@a2(i → ϕ).
By Nec@,  @i@a2(i → ϕ). We deduce from Com@,  @a@i2(i → ϕ), which implies  @a@i2i → @a@i2ϕ . It follows
from (i) @i2i that @a@i2ϕ , which implies (by Com@) that @i@a2ϕ , as desired.
Finally, let us show (iii). Assume that b is fresh in @i@a2ϕ and θ and that  @i@a2b ∧ @i@bϕ → θ . Let us ﬁx some
j and c (
= b) such that j and c is fresh in @i@a2ϕ and θ . By Nec@,  @ j@c(@i@a2b ∧ @i@bϕ → θ). We deduce from
Com@ and two kinds of Agree that @i@a2b ∧@i@bϕ →@ j@cθ , which is equivalent to:
@i@a2b →@i@b(ϕ →@ j@cθ).
By (ii), we obtain (recall the freshness of b ( 
= c)):
@i@a2(ϕ →@ j@cθ).
Then, we obtain  @i@a2ϕ → @i@a2@ j@cθ . Since  2@ j@c p → @ j@c p,3 we have  @i@a2ϕ → @i@a@ j@cθ , i.e.,
 @i@a2ϕ → @ j@cθ (by Agree). It follows that  @ j@c(@i@a2ϕ → θ). By Name and the freshness of j and c,
@i@a2ϕ → θ , as required. 
4.2. Pure completeness with respect to dependent product frames
Let us recall the notion of namedness and 1-saturatedness of a set Σ of formulas (see Deﬁnition 3.7). Since we change
the satisfaction of 2, we need to modify our notion of 2-saturatedness correspondingly.
Deﬁnition 4.7. A set Σ of formulas is dependently 2-saturated if, for all @i@a2ϕ ∈ Σ , there exists a b ∈ NOM2 such that
@i@a2b ∈ Σ and @i@bϕ ∈ Σ .
The only difference from @i@a2b ∈ Σ is that we replace ‘@a2b ∈ Σ ’ with ‘@i@a2b ∈ Σ ’ (recall Deﬁnition 3.7).
Lemma 4.8 (Lindenbaum Lemma). Let Λ be a hybrid d-product logic. Every Λ-consistent set of formulas can be extended to a named,1-saturated and dependently2-saturated Λ-MCS, by adding countably many new nominals to the language.
Proof. Suppose that Σ is Λ-consistent (as before, we simply say ‘consistent’ below). Similarly in the proof of Lemma 3.8,
we expand our language with (in)n∈ω and (an)n∈ω . Let also (ϕn)n∈ω be an enumeration of all formulas in this expanded
language. Here, we only construct a sequence of consistent extensions (Σn)n∈ω of Σ by induction on n, since the rest
of the proof can be executed similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.8. In (Basis), it suﬃces to put Σ0 = Σ ∪ {i0 ∧ a0}. As
for (Inductive step), let us suppose that Σn is consistent. Let us deﬁne Σn+1 as follows: If Σn ∪ {ϕn} is inconsistent,
Σn+1 := Σn . Otherwise, Σn+1 is deﬁned as follows:
Σn+1 :=
⎧⎨
⎩
Σn ∪ {ϕn,@i1 j,@ j@aψ} if Σn ∪ {ϕn} is consistent and ϕn ≡@i@a1ψ,
Σn ∪ {ϕn,@i@a2b,@i@bψ} if Σn ∪ {ϕn} is consistent and ϕn ≡@i@a2ψ,
Σn ∪ {ϕn} o.w.
where b ∈ {an}n∈ω and j ∈ {in}n∈ω are fresh in Σn ∪ {ϕn}. The only difference from the proof of Lemma 3.8 is the case
where ϕn ≡ @i@a2ψ . In this case, we can establish the consistency of Σn+1, by Lemma 4.6(iii). Remark that we can use
Lemma 3.6(i) in the case where ϕn ≡@i@a1ψ . 
Let us deﬁne the Henkin-style dependent product model as follows.
3 By Back, 2@a p →@a p. By Sub, we obtain 2@a@i p →@a@i p. We deduce from Com@ that 2@i@a p →@a@i p.
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of 〈W1, R1〉 and W1-dependent frame 〈W2, R2〉 as follows. We can deﬁne the equivalence classes [i] and |a|, the Kripke
frame 〈W1, R1〉, and the mapping V in the same way as in Deﬁnition 3.10. So, it suﬃces to deﬁne the W1-dependent
frame 〈W2, R2〉 as:
W2 :=
{|a| ∣∣ a ∈ NOM2
}
,
|a|R2
([i])|b| iff @i@a2b ∈ .
Then, a Henkin-style dependent product model M is a pair of a Henkin-style dependent product frame and the valuation V .
Lemma 4.10 (Truth Lemma). Let Λ be a hybrid d-product logic. For all 1-saturated and dependently 2-saturated Λ-MCSs , all
pairs 〈i,a〉 and all formulas ϕ ,
M,
〈[i], |a|〉 ϕ iff @i@aϕ ∈ .
Proof. By induction on ϕ . We only check the case where ϕ is the form of 2ψ . Also in this proof, we simply write
‘〈[i], |a|〉 ϕ ’ as in the proof of Lemma 3.11. First, let us establish the left-to-right direction. 〈[i], |a|〉2ψ iff |a|R2([i])|b|
and 〈[i], |b|〉  ψ for some b ∈ NOM2 iff @i@a2b ∈  and @i@bψ ∈  for some b (by I.H.). Since  @i@a2b ∧ @i@bψ →
@i@a2ψ , we obtain @i@a2ψ ∈  (by Bridge: @a2b∧@b p →@a2p). Finally, we can establish the right-to-left direction
by dependent 2-saturatedness. 
We deﬁne the namedness of a dependent product model M similarly to the namedness of a product model. In what
follows, we also use the following lemma corresponding to Lemma 3.4 (recall Remark 3.5).
Lemma 4.11. Assume that a dependent product 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv , V 〉 is named. Given any pure formula ϕ , if M  σ(ϕ) for all
uniform substitutions σ , then 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉 ϕ .
Theorem 4.12 (Pure Completeness). Let Γ be a set of pure formulas and Λ a smallest hybrid d-product logic containing Γ . Then, Λ is
sound and strongly complete for the class of dependent product frames deﬁned by Γ .
Proof. Soundness is straightforward. Strong completeness is established by Lemmas 4.8, 4.10, and 4.11. 
Recall from Proposition 4.3 that a pure formula @i@a2b → @ j@a2b deﬁnes the class of product frames. Therefore, we
can apply Theorem 4.12 to obtain another pure complete axiomatization, the smallest hybrid d-produce logic containing
@i@a2b → @ j@a2b, with respect to the product of Kripke frames, as follows.
Corollary 4.13. Let Γ be a set of pure formulas and Λ a smallest hybrid d-product logic containing Γ ∪ {@i@a2b → @ j@a2b}.
Then, Λ is sound and strongly complete for the class of product frames deﬁned by Γ .
We can also consider the following analogous conditions on dependent product frames to the domain condition for
quantiﬁed hybrid logic [4, p. 314].4
Deﬁnition 4.14. Given any dependent product frame 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉, we deﬁne:
(i) R2 is increasing if xR1x′ implies R2(x) ⊆ R2(x′), for any x, x′ ∈ W1.
(ii) R2 is decreasing if xR1x′ implies R2(x′) ⊆ R2(x), for any x, x′ ∈ W1.
(iii) R2 is full if R2(x) = W2 × W2, for any x ∈ W1.
(iv) R2 is disjoint if x 
= x′ implies R2(x) ∩ R2(x′) = ∅, for any x, x′ ∈ W1.
(v) R2 is convex if xR1x′ and x′R1x′′ jointly implies R2(x) ∩ R2(x′′) ⊆ R2(x′), for any x, x′, x′′ ∈ W1.
These properties are all pure-deﬁnable as listed below. Therefore, we can also apply Theorem 4.12 to obtain the corre-
sponding completeness results.
Proposition 4.15. Each of the following properties of a dependent product frame is deﬁnable by a pure formula:
(i) R2 is increasing: @a2b →1@a2b.
4 The author owes this point to the anonymous reviewer.
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(iii) R2 is full: @a2b.
(iv) R2 is disjoint: @i@a2b ∧@ j@a2b →@i j.
(v) R2 is convex: @a2b →1(1@a2b →@a2b).
Proof. First, we show (i). Assume that R2 is increasing in 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. Consider any valuation V on it and any pair
〈x, y〉, and suppose that @a2b is true at 〈x, y〉. Then, we have aV R2(x)bV . In order to show the truth of 1@a2b at 〈x, y〉,
consider any x′ with xR1x′ . Then, by assumption, we obtain aV R2(x′)bV . It follows that @a2b is true at 〈x′, y〉, as required.
Conversely, assume that @a2b → 1@a2b is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. Consider any x, x′ ∈ W1 and y, y′ ∈ W2 such
that xR1x′ and yR2(x)y′ . We show yR2(x′)y′ . Consider any valuation V such that aV = y and bV = y. By assumption,
we establish that @a2b is true at 〈x′, y〉 under V (note: it suﬃces to choose an arbitrary element of W2 for the second
coordinate). Therefore, we conclude yR2(x′)y′ .
We can show (ii) similarly to (i). So, let us move onto (iii). Assume that R2 is full in 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. Then, it is easy
to see that @a2b is valid on it. Conversely, assume that @a2b is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. It suﬃces to show that
yR2(x)y′ for any x ∈ W1 and any y, y′ ∈ W2. So, consider any valuation V such that aV = y and bV = y′ . By assumption,
we obtain yR2(x)y′ , as required.
Next, we show (iv). Assume that R2 is disjoint in 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉. We show that @i@a2b∧@ j@a2b →@i j is valid
on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉. Consider any valuation V and any pair 〈x, y〉. Suppose that @i j is false at 〈x, y〉, i.e., iV 
= jV . So, by
assumption, we obtain R2(iV ) ∩ R2( jV ) 
= ∅. Thus, we can deduce that @i@a2b ∧ @ j@a2b is false at 〈x, y〉, as required.
Conversely, assume that x 
= x′ and R2(x) ∩ R2(x′) 
= ∅ for some x, x′ ∈ W1. Fix some 〈y, y′〉 ∈ R2(x) ∩ R2(x′). In order to
falsify @i@a2b ∧@ j@a2b → @i j, it suﬃces to consider any valuation V such that iV = x, jV = x′ , aV = y, and bV = y′ .
Finally, let us establish (v). First of all, remark the following equivalence: R2 is convex iff:
if yR2(x)y
′ and xR1x′, then ∃x′′.
(
x′R1x′′ and yR2
(
x′′
)
y′
)
implies yR2
(
x′
)
y′,
for any x, x′ ∈ W1 and y, y′ ∈ W2. We use this equivalent condition below. Assume that R2 is convex in 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉.
Consider any valuation V and any pair 〈x, y〉. Assume that @a2b is true at 〈x, y〉, i.e., aV R2(x)bV . In order to show that1(1@a2b → @a2b) is true at 〈x, y〉, let us assume that xR1x′ and that 1@a2b is true at 〈x′, y〉, i.e., x′R1x′′ and
aV R2(x′′)bV for some x′′ ∈ W1. Then, by assumption, we get aV R2(x′)bV , which implies that @a2b is true at 〈x′, y〉, as
required. Conversely, assume that the intended formula is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. In order to establish that R2 is
convex, consider any x, x′ ∈ W1 and y, y′ ∈ W2 such that yR2(x)y′ , xR1x′ , and ∃x′′.(x′R1x′′ and yR2(x′′)y′). Fix such x′′ .
We show yR2(x′)y′ . Consider any valuation V such that aV = y, bV = y′ . By assumption, we can deduce that yR2(x′)y′ , as
desired. 
Remark 4.16. Through the notion of a dependent product frame, we have captured the dependence of space on time. We can
also generalize our notion of a dependent product to capture the dependence of time on space as well as the dependence
of space on time. Given any W1 and W2, we deﬁne W1-, W2-dependent frames. Now, Rh also depends on W2, i.e.,
〈x, y〉Rh〈x′, y′〉 iff xR1(y)x′ and y = y′.
So, the satisfaction of 1ϕ is equivalent to:
M, 〈x, y〉1ϕ iff xR1(y)x′ andM, 〈x′, y〉 ϕ for some x′ ∈ W1.
In order to obtain the corresponding axiomatization, it suﬃces to replace Com1@2 of the axiomatization 〈K+H(@),K+H(@)〉
with Dcom1@2 :@a1p ↔ @a1@a p. From a careful analysis of the proof of Theorem 4.12, we can understand that this
axiomatization also enjoys pure completeness.
Since both dimensions depend on each other in our newly introduced notion of a product, some readers might consider
that this new ‘product’ becomes just a fusion [8]. This is not the case. This is because Com@ and Red@1 and Red@2 are
valid, and so, we can express that the domain is still the Cartesian product of W1 and W2.
5. A hybridization of T ×W -logic
Before we address the hybridization of T × W -logic, let us put forth the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let 〈W1, R1〉 be a Kripke frame and 〈W2, R2〉 a W1-dependent frame.
(i) An L1-formula ϕ is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉 iff ϕ is valid 〈W1, R1〉.
(ii) An L2-formula ϕ is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉 iff ϕ is valid on 〈W2, R2(x)〉 for any x ∈ W1 , where we regard 〈W2, R2(x)〉 as
a Kripke frame.
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to-right direction, we establish the contrapositive implication. Assume that ϕ is not valid on 〈W2, R2(x)〉 for some
x ∈ W1. I.e., 〈W2, R2(x), V 〉, y  ϕ for some (one-dimensional) valuation V and y ∈ W2. Let us deﬁne a valuation V ′ on
W1 × W2 as follows: V ′(p) := W1 × V (p), V ′(i) := {x} × W2, V ′(a) := W1 × V (a). Then, we can easily establish that:
〈W2, R2(x), V 〉, y  ϕ iff 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv , V ′〉, 〈x, y〉 ϕ . Therefore, ϕ is not valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉, as required. Let
us now establish the right-to-left direction. Assume that 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉, V ′, 〈x, y〉 ϕ for some valuation V ′ and some
〈x, y〉 ∈ W1 × W2. Deﬁne a valuation V on 〈W , R2(x)〉 by V (a) := π2[V ′(a)] and V (p) := π2[V ′(p)]. Then, we can establish
that 〈W , R2(x), V 〉, y  ϕ , as desired. 
T × W-logic is a combination of tense and modal logic for worlds or histories with the same temporal order. T × W-
frames have been deﬁned, among others, by R.H. Thomason [17, Deﬁnition 6], in order to study historical necessity within
the framework of T × W -logic (cf. [20]).
Deﬁnition 5.2. A T × W -frame is a quadruple 〈T ,<,W ,∼〉, where:
• T is a non-empty set of time points,
• < is a linear ordering on T , i.e., < is irreﬂexive and transitive, and satisﬁes trichotomy,
• W is a non-empty set of worlds (histories), and
• for all t ∈ T , ∼t is an equivalence relation on W such that w ∼t w ′ and t < t′ implies w ∼t′ w ′ .
We can easily understand that a T × W -frame 〈T ,<,W ,∼〉 is a special kind of a dependent product frame. Moreover,
all of these properties are naturally deﬁned by pure formulas as below. Let us recall that R2 is increasing if yR2(x)y′ and xR1x′
implies yR2(x′)y′ for any y, y′ ∈ W2 and any x, x′ ∈ W1. We have already shown that this property is deﬁnable by a pure
formula: @a2b →1@a2b. So, it suﬃces to show the following for the present case.
Proposition 5.3. Each of the following properties of a dependent product frame is deﬁnable by a pure formula:
(i) R1 is irreﬂexive: ¬@i1i.
(ii) R1 is transitive:11i →1i.
(iii) R1 satisﬁes trichotomy: @i1 j ∨@i j ∨@ j1i.
(iv) R2(x) is reﬂexive: @a2a.
(v) R2(x) is symmetric: a →22a.
(vi) R2(x) is transitive:22a →2a.
Therefore, the class of T × W-frames is deﬁnable by the set of pure formulas listed above plus @a2b →1@a2b.
Proof. First, let us establish (i). Consider any dependent product frame 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉. Then, ¬@i1i is valid on
〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉 iff ¬@i1i is valid on 〈W1, R1〉 (by Proposition 5.1(i)) iff R1 is irreﬂexive. Similarly, we can demon-
strate (ii) and (iii).
Second, let us establish (iv). Given any dependent product frame 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv〉, @a2a is valid on 〈W1 × W2, Rh, Rv 〉
iff @a2a is valid on 〈W2, R2(x)〉 for any x ∈ W1 (by Proposition 5.1(ii)) iff R2(x) is reﬂexive for any x ∈ W1. Similarly, we
can establish (v) and (vi).
Therefore, we can deduce from Proposition 4.15(i) that the class of T × W -frames is deﬁnable by a (ﬁnite) set of pure
formulas. 
Let us denote by HTW a smallest hybrid d-product logic containing all the pure formulas listed in Proposition 5.3 plus
@a2b →1@a2b.
Corollary 5.4. HTW is sound and strongly complete with respect to the class of T × W-frames.
Proof. By Theorem 4.12 and Proposition 5.3. 
In order to axiomatize T × W -logic, Kutschera [20] used the global modality E2ϕ (ϕ holds for all worlds) for the second
dimension. Our proof, however, does not require E2. Of course, we can introduce it to our vocabulary. Then, we can deﬁne
@iϕ by E2(a∧ϕ). While he also used the notion of separated T × W -frames [20, Deﬁnition 1.3] for the completeness proof,
we can directly construct a countermodel of T × W -frames.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have studied the idea of naming lines in two-dimensional hybrid logics and shown its robustness
mainly for pure completeness. I would like to conclude by suggesting some further directions for research.
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Just as with any higher-dimensional product of modal logics [8, Chapter 8], we can generalize our two-dimensional
hybrid logic [K+H(@),K+H(@)] to an n-dimensional hybrid logic, where n ∈ ω is ﬁxed. Then, our fundamental idea is generalized
to naming n-dimensional planes. As for the axiomatization, it suﬃces to add our interaction axioms (recall Table 2) for
any distinct two dimensions i, j  n. It is not diﬃcult to see that this axiomatization also enjoys pure completeness by
generalizing our proof of Theorem 3.12. Now, our answer to the subtitle is: naming n-dimensional planes enables us to reason
n-dimensionally even in hybrid logic.
6.2. Decidability
The question of decidability for [K+H(@),K+H(@)] remains open. No positive answer has been demonstrated. One possible
way to obtain such an answer is to construct an appropriate tableau system (cf. [5]) and to show that it terminates.
6.3. Products of topological spaces
Van Benthem et al. [19] generalized the notion of a product of Kripke frames to topological spaces and studied the
bimodal logic of products of topologies. On the other hand, Ten Cate and Litak studied topological semantics for hybrid
logic [15]. It would be interesting to investigate the bi-hybrid logic of products of topologies, based on these previous stud-
ies. Moreover, this would constitute another departure from Åqvist’s study [1]: openness for various semantics. This is because
it seems diﬃcult to consider topological semantics for a two-dimensional hybrid language if we conﬁne our attention only
to T × W -frames.
6.4. A connection with quantiﬁed hybrid logic
Propositions 4.3 and 4.15 suggest that our hybrid d-product logic has a strong connection with (one-variable fragment of)
quantiﬁed hybrid logic studied in [18]. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate this connection deeper by extending
the notion of standard translation [3] appropriately.
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Appendix A. A concrete derivation of the Church–Rosser axiom
Here, I would like to give a concrete derivation of chr :12p →21p in [K+H(@),K+H(@)]. At the heart of the derivation
lies the employment of proof-rules with a syntactic side-condition as if they were tableau rules. If the reader understands
how to use these rules from the derivation below, they can also derive com :12p ↔21p.
First, let us ﬁx i, j ∈ NOM2 and a,b ∈ NOM2 such that i 
= j and a 
= b. Clearly, we have:
@b@ j p ∧@b@ j¬p → ⊥.
By Nec@ and K@,
@i@a@b@ j p ∧@i@a@b@ j¬p →@i@a⊥.
Agree and Com@ tell us that:
@b@ j p ∧@ j@b¬p →@i@a⊥.
Since @i1 j ∧@i1r → @ jr (by Bridge), we uniformly substitute r with @b¬p and obtain:
@b@ j p ∧@i1 j ∧@i1@b¬p →@i@a⊥.
Similarly, by @a2b ∧@a2@ j p →@b@ j p, we get:
 (@a2b ∧@a2@ j p ∧@i1 j ∧@i1@b¬p) →@i@a⊥.
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@a2b ∧@b@i1¬p → (@i1 j ∧@ j@a2p →@i@a⊥).
By Paste (see just before Lemma 3.6) and the choice of b,
@a2@i1¬p → (@i1 j ∧@ j@a2p →@i@a⊥).
I.e.,
@i1 j ∧@ j@a2p → (@a2@i1¬p →@i@a⊥).
Again by Paste and the choice of j, we obtain:
@i1@a2p → (@a2@i1¬p →@i@a⊥).
By Com1@a , Com1@a , Com@, and propositional logic,
 (@i@a12p ∧@i@a21¬p) →@i@a⊥.
By K@, we have:
@i@a
(
(12p ∧21¬p) → ⊥).
By the choice of i and a, Name enables us to derive:
 (12p ∧21¬p) → ⊥.
Propositional logic leads us to:
12p →21p,
as desired.
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